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Dear Dyslexic Advantage Friends,
 

We hope you have a wonderful Thanksgiving season and enjoy all the
beautiful illustrations in this issue. Don't forget, we've also opened our Karina
Eide Young Writers Awards and the College Scholarships. Our STEAM
Ingenuity awards are planned for the Spring.
 
This issue's coverage of the viral "fake news" dyslexia controversy is a
reminder of how important it is to challenge misinformation whenever it
rears its ugly head. Although our opt-in membership is now higher than
70,000, the speed with which this idea of "cause" and "cure" spread through
the Internet and mainstream media shows the level of ignorance that must be
fought in order to make the world a place where all dyslexic people can use
their gifts.
 
If you believe in our mission, please consider supporting us through a
Premium Subscription (if you haven't already). Warmest thanks to our
donors,  subscribers, and sponsors  Summit Centers,  Parent Footprint,
Sonday System / Winsor Learning,  Kildonan School, and Churchill School in
St. Louis who make all that we do, possible.
 
Fernette Eide
 
Gift a Premium Subscription for All
Your Teachers at a school HERE. Institutional
Subscriptions for Colleges, Literacy, &
Tutor Groups.
Institutional Subscribers
will also receive PRINT copies of the Tech
Guide and Schools Issue.

 

GO PREMIUM

 
Also Recommend a Dyslexia Tutor
HERE.
 
Is Your College Dyslexia-Friendly?
Or Not? Review it  HERE.  

Refresh your browser if
you have any trouble with
seeing videos. It usually
means that you have a
slow internet connection.
Any questions, contact us
HERE.  Thanks!!

If you're reading a print
copy of this issue, you can
find the digital copy with
all the interactive features
here: https://joom.
ag/25SL

DOWNLOAD THIS
NEWSLETTER HERE.

Fernette Eide MD, Editor

To learn more about how to
activate read aloud for our
newsletters, go HERE. The pdf
can be read aloud on an iPhone
with these instructions. 

http://www.dyslexicadvantage.org/dyslexic-advantage-premium-membership/
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THE AMAZING
MR. PINKNEY
Jerry Pinkney has to be one of the world's most
beloved illustrators and what's especially
important to share with this community, is the
fact that he is an outstanding personal advocate
for dyslexia and the abilities that come with it.
 

"My dyslexia always made me envious of people as they talked
about a book being a great read, while it was difficult for me
just to finish a novel... (but) though I read slowly, I can hold on
to great amounts of detail and this made me quite suitable for
illustrating full novels, like James Michener’s The Covenant, a
whopping 1000 pages!"



DYSLEXIA SCREENING
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Jerry Pinkney is a 5X Caldecott Medal Award winner (Caldecotts are the Nobel
Prize for children's book illustrators) and one of the world's most beloved
children's book illustrators. Illustrating over 100 books, Jerry told us that his
special affection for Aesop's fables came from his mother reading Aesop to him
when he was a child.
 
Although Jerry struggled with reading, he remembered constantly coming up
with new ways to avoid reading out loud or writing a note. Fortunately, said
Jerry, " I drew great satisfaction from making pictures and was acutely aware of
how drawing centered my being, enabling me to focus. "
 
"For the young person who is struggling in school, never forget
there are many different ways to learn.  Be curious.  Do not be
afraid to try.  Do not be disappointed when making mistakes.
You will discover your own unique way of understanding the
things being taught.  Learn from mistakes.  Everything that
happens to you will frame who you are, and who you will
become.  Your path to success will follow."



INSPIRATION
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Seeing Jerry's work, it's not surprising to learn
that he's also won lifetime achievement awards
(Laura Ingalls WIlder Award, Coretta Scott King-
Virginia Hamilton Award), in addition to being
named the Norman Rockwell Museum's Artist
Laureate. 
 
Jerry's father was a jack-of-all-trades, working as
a plumber, electrician, and carpenter. His mother,
Williemae read the tales of Uncle Remus and
legend of John Henry in addition to all of Aesop's
Fables. He remembered loving animals from an
early age and treasuring visits to the city zoo and
visiting relatives with animals in the country.

As early as the first grade, Jerry remembered enjoying drawing at school, and his
drawing helped build his confidence that helped him focus on his other studies.
At the age of 12, Jerry worked selling newspapers at a newsstand. When it wasn't
busy, he would often sketch people walking by or waiting for the bus. One day, a
customer introduced himself. He was an artist who drew the popular comic
Henry.



PROMOTE POSITIVE DYSLEXIA AWARENESS.
SHOP NOW. Click image to shop

HELP PROMOTE REAL
DYSLEXIA
AWARENESS
 
No one should grow up
in the world with a
negative impression of
what they can do.
 
Dyslexic strengths are
real and everyone needs
to learn more about
them.
 
Purchase supports
Dyslexic Advantage's
educational programs,
Writing & Ingenuity
(STEAM) Awards for K-12
and College
Scholarships!

SHOP

https://dyslexic-advantage.myshopify.com/collections/frontpage/products/dyslexic-mind-strengths-poster-18-x-24-inch-poster
https://dyslexic-advantage.myshopify.com/collections/frontpage/products/creative-dyslexic-poster-whats-your-super-power
https://dyslexic-advantage.myshopify.com/
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JERRY PINKNEY (continued)
It was then that Jerry realized he wanted
to become a professional illustrater.
Jerry went on to study commercial art at
a vocational high school and earned a
full scholarship to the Philadelphia
Museum College of Art. He and a
classmate almost didn't get a chance at
the scholarship when a high school
teacher thought only to mention the
program to the white students in his
class. In retrospect, Jerry sees this
decision as similar to his father's who
thought his dream of being an artist
might be unrealistic because of his race.
This teacher had in fact recognized his
abilities and awarded some of the
highest marks in his class.
 

Fortunately, he didn't stop with the discouraging situation. He picked up an
application from the high school counselor and also encouraged another African
American classmate to get one too. They would both win full-ride scholarships to
art school.
 
Jerry has also been interested in bringing the contributions of African Americans
to children's literature in books such as Minty (about young Harriet Tubman),
John Henry (a Caldecott Honor book), and Black Cowboy, Wild Horses.
 
Listen to our brief exclusive interview with Jerry Pinkney below. He provides
great advice about those interested in art, visual thinking, and dyslexia. Take a
listen!
 
 
 
 
 
                       "Recognize those qualities that can be your gift." 
 
 

INSPIRATION
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JERRY PINKNEY (continued)

SHARE YOUR ART!
 
A famous artist we know said, "If you don't share your art, it doesn't exist!"
 
CALLING ALL DYSLEXIC ARTISTS!    Please share upload a favorite photo of your
artwork so that we can share it in an upcoming issue of this newsletter. If you
upload your art by December 1st, 2017, and you'll be automatically entered in a
random drawing for an autographed picture book by award-winning author
illustrator, Jerry Pinkney!
 
 
UPLOAD YOUR ART HERE:
 
http://bit.ly/DA-artshare

 

http://bit.ly/DA-artshare


READING 
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HOW TO READ A 
WORDLESS PICTURE BOOK

With so much focus on reading for children with dyslexia, the choice of a
wordless picture book might seem to be unusual, but it shouldn't be. Dyslexic
children should be exposed to wordless picture books at an early age, and also
be encouraged to continue read them even when they are older. In many ways,
picture books (or movies) are a more natural way for dyslexics to process stories.
 
If you didn't grow up reading wordless picture books, here are some great ideas
of how to introduce or read these books with kids.
 
1. Approach the Book as a Discovery.   Look at the cover and pictures as clues
and wonder aloud with your child or class. Be open to observations and different
interpretations.
 
2. Don't Turn the Page Too Fast.  Wordless picture books require a different
pace.
 
 

"I believe a good picture book comes very close to philosophy."
   - Cao Wenxuan, winner of the Hans Christian Anderson Award in Children's Literature



http://winsorlearning.com
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READING 

3. Ask Questions.  What do you think is happening?  What else do you see and
how do you think she feels? Do you ever feel this way?  And finally, what do you
think will happen next?  Good pictures stimulate creative thinking and problem
solving, empathy and compassion, and also help children become good
storytellers themselves.
 
4. Turn the Book into a Movie.  Bring the book alive by adding dialogue and
different voices.
 
5. At Points of Tension or Conflict, Ask, "What Would You Do?"   From Aaron
Becker, illustrator of The Journey Trilogy: "I think this helps children identify with
the characters’ challenges. And it raises the stakes for what might happen on the
page turn. Act surprised even if you know what’s coming.
 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Popular wordless (or almost completely wordless) picture books for young
children include books such as Jerry Pinkney's The Lion and the Mouse, Raymond
Briggs, The Snowman, Bill Thomson's Chalk or Peggy Rathmann's Good Night
Gorilla. 

Clicking on the cover
links you to the page
of the book on
Amazon. Purchases
there will benefit
Dyslexic Advantage
programs.

READING WORDLESS PICTURE BOOK (continued)

http://amzn.to/2xNXGSr
http://amzn.to/2zeG8Cw
http://amzn.to/2xO5yDm
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In the last few years, there has been an explosion of high quality visual-rich
books for older readers. Great wordless picture books for older readers includes
books like David Wiesner's Flotsam or Aaron Becker's Journey Trilogy. Other great
wordless picture books for older readers include Barbara Lehman's The Red Book,
Mr. Wuffles, and The Arrival. 'Read alouds' of the books (individual retellings) can
often be found on YouTube and they can give you some examples of how to tell
the stories with your own words.

Video example of adding words to the reading of the
wordless picture book, The Red Book.

"As adults, we've seen so much before that we often turn the
pages of a picture book without really looking. Young children
tend to look more carefully."
                                                                                    - author Anthony Browne

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5rKiOfzb1ts
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5rKiOfzb1ts
http://amzn.to/2xQqGc6
http://amzn.to/2xRyafh
http://amzn.to/2z7TrTk


http://summitcenter.us


DYSLEXIA IN THE NEWS
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FAKE NEWS?  
DYSLEXIA CONTROVERSY GOES

October was Dyslexia Awareness Month, so many media channels opened their
pages and platforms to dyslexia stories. Unfortunately, the one story that really
became viral was one that was carried by outlets such  Newsweek, The Telegraph,
and Mental Floss, media outlets who should know better or at least consult with
scientific, clinical, or educational experts in the field of dyslexia.
 
The problem with this misinformation is that it competed with legitimate
information about dyslexia and worse, adds to the false narrative that dyslexia is
simply "a problem with the eyes."

As it turned out, these 'fake news' articles were all linked to a scientist who does
not work in the field of dyslexia, but instead has proposed how certain stones
could have been used by ancient Vikings to navigate by the sun.
 
Guy Ropars is a physicist at the University of Rennes in France. As co-author of
the article, he seemed to have triggered a huge media firestorm when he stated:
"Our observations lead us to believe that we indeed found a potential cause of
dyslexia," but of course anyone with even a basic understanding of the science of
dyslexia knows that no single discovery involving a flickering light and the eyes
is going to account for a "cause" and "cure."
 
In Newsweek's case, it was especially disappointing to see the article because
some 14 years ago, Newsweek had published a better informed article, entitled,
Dyslexia and the New Science of Reading.
 
 



Notes (not to publish)
 
 (time for tests, time
for homework, time
for reading)
 
 (need for audiobooks
for textbook reading,
scanning pen or snap
and read for
worksheets)
 
Easy spelling aid,
word prediction like
Giner, shorter
assignments, fewer
assignments
 
 

WELL-BEING
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The paper that triggered all the news articles is located HERE and is not free
access.
 
Nevertheless, some challenges (including ours) have led at least some media to
begin to temper sensationalistic headlines.
 
Although the Daily Mail still begins "Dyslexia May Be Caused by an Eye
Deformity..."  it did mention that Linda Seigel, Editor-in-Chief of the IDA's journal
felt that the claims "cause" and "cure" were dubious.
 
Anyone who has even a basic practical knowledge of dyslexia recognizes the
importance of phonological awareness and various aspects of language, but
apparently it is easy enough to fool some science reporters that a flickering LED
light could possibly "cure" dyslexia. It also tells you how much ignorance there is
among the general public about dyslexia. If that scientist's claims were correct,
then closing one eye would 'cure' dyslexia.
 
 
 
 
 

DYSLEXIA IN THE NEWS

Thankfully, scientists are beginning to speak out. From
Professor Mark Liberman of the University of
Pennsylvania:
 
"Dyslexics, their families and teachers, reading
researchers and treatment specialists, and the
organizations that represent them are asking: did
someone just discover the cause and cure for dyslexia?  (I
know this: I get email.) As someone who has conducted 

research in the area, my question is different:  how did this terrible article get
published and how can its harmful impact be counteracted?
 
Nothing whatsoever can be concluded about the causes of dyslexia from this
study, as it is described in the article.  Basic information about the methods and
results are not provided; the procedures used in collecting the data raise
numerous concerns; the link between the purported anomaly and dyslexia is
conjectural; and the impairment does not explain other, better established facts
about reading impairment.  The study is based on some of the hoariest
stereotypes about dyslexia—that it results from reading letters backwards and/
or pathological persistence of visual images, that can be corrected by
manipulations that affect color perception."
 

DYSLEXIA IN THE NEWS



$40,000 COLLEGE
SCHOLARSHIPS FOR
DYSLEXIC
STUDENTS
 
Applications are OPEN for the 2018
Karina Eide Memorial College
Scholarships!
 
SUBMIT BY MARCH 1st, 2018.
 
There is no minimum GPAhttp://bit.ly/Karina-college18

http://bit.ly/Karina-Writing18

Submit by JAN
21st

KARINA EIDE 
YOUNG WRITERS

AWARDS
 IS OPEN!

 
OVER $1000 
IN AWARDS!

http://bit.ly/Karina-college18
http://bit.ly/Karina-Writing18
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N.B.  As a group, young dyslexic students tend to have more
difficulty with letter reversals while reading, however, these
differences tend to resolve by 11 years of age. (Wolff and
Melngailis, 1996). 

 
 
Read his entire blog post HERE.
 
N.B. For those readers who are curious about the visual findings reported in the
study, the authors are not eye scientists, but rather laser physicists. They did not
examine the eyes of dyslexic people, but made speculations of differences based
on the drawings of dyslexic and non-dyslexic subjects.
 
It is important that misleading articles in the media about dyslexia be challenged
as soon as they occur, because mistakes can have negative ripple effects,
discouraging teachers and parents from employing helpful strategies or shutting
down much-needed funding for teacher training and dyslexia identification.

WELL-BEINGDYSLEXIA IN THE NEWSDYSLEXIA IN THE NEWS

DYSLEXIA CONTROVERSY (continued)

PREMIUM

SUBSCRIBE

COMING SOON!COMING SOON!

It's just
$5 per month!

Q & A: DYSLEXIA & HOMEWORK
EXTREME ADVENTURERS
"NOT GIFTED ANYMORE" & OTHER
MISTAKES WITH 2E DYSLEXICS
NOT GIVING UP
DYSLEXIA & WRITING - SIGNAL WORDS
MATH STRATEGIES
FOREIGN LANGUAGE STRATEGIES
WHAT YOU NEED TO KNOW ABOUT
SHOWING WORK ...and MORE!
 

http://www.dyslexicadvantage.org/dyslexic-advantage-premium-membership/


http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=M7gQkWgye50


DYSLEXIA ADVOCACY
UPDATE
 
Aside from the media distraction about
dyslexia "cause" and "cure", this past
month saw continued progress in both
the legislation and implementation of
dyslexia policies.
 
At the federal level, the Department of
Education declared October 2017
Dyslexia Awareness Month, the
President made a statement about
dyslexia HERE, and Secretary of
Education DeVos held a dyslexia round
table in Washington D.C.
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Her statement: "Every child has unique challenges and abilities, and children
with dyslexia are no different – they simply learn differently. As many as one in
five Americans experience a language-based learning disability, and too many of
them do not receive the resources they need in our schools. The Department will
continue to work every day to empower families with the supports and services
they need in learning environments that best fit their children's individual
educational needs. I'm grateful to Sen. Bill Cassidy and Dr. Laura Cassidy for
joining this discussion and for their exceptional work on this issue, and I thank all
of today's participants for the constructive exchange."

Education Week noted that special education
advocates have felt considerable anxiety about
DeVos' leadership. Said Cassidy, "I think the fact
that she convened the meeting and was so
attentive throughout told us volumes. It told us
that she cares about the issue, that she wants to
democratize, if you will, the opportunities for
children with dyslexia. She's going to listen..."

ADVOCACY



Harvard Professor Thomas Hehir has shared this opinion of the recent SPED
documents that were rescinded by DeVos and the Department of Education:
"Some of these changes amount to nothing, to be honest, such as outdated
memos ...However, in some areas, where the law may have changed, it would be
helpful to issue new policy guidance." Read more HERE. He did worry that the
action would send the wrong message about critical needs in special education.
 
On the State level, New Jersey has posted its new Dyslexia Guide HERE.
 
From Missouri (Missouri Net):
"..The task force is proposing for all kids from kindergarten through third grade
to be screened for dyslexia...In addition, the group is recommending dyslexia
screening for transfer students, and those identified as struggling by their
teachers, parents or by scoring in the lower 30th percentile of assessments....The
program would include a dyslexia training program for teachers and targeted
intervention for students...(and) require teachers to get two hours of in-service
dyslexia training every year. "

21

http://www.churchillstl.org/


RESEARCH
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As dyslexic college students are entering 2- and 4- year colleges in increasing
numbers, questions arise as to the impact of dyslexia-related challenges on essay
writing. The National Longitudinal Transition Study-2 had found that although a
majority of LD students in high school requested accommodations (91%), only
17% requested accommodations in college.
 
A problem with this situation, is that the net result is written work (especially
timed written work) will typically substantially underestimate a students' fund of
knowledge and understanding.
 
A recent study at Oxford Brookes University showed that college students with
dyslexia matched their non-dyslexic peers in terms of word diversity, ideas,
organization, sentence structure, and even grammar. The tasks in which they
scored lower than their peers were so-called "low level transcription skills" that
included the speed of getting words down on paper (handwriting fluency)  and
spelling accuracy, and working memory.
 
 
 

DYSLEXIA AT COLLEGE: 

THE CHALLENGE OF WRITING
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The need for extended time for dyslexic students was very clear. The average
handwriting fluency for dyslexic students approached 12 year old norms
although the median age of students was 25 years of age.
 
In terms of the reading tests done on students, college students with dyslexia
read real words at the same level as non-dyslexic students; however, their
reading of nonsense words (an estimate of phonological skills) was significantly
worse. At the college level, weakness in nonsense
word reading is likely to add to the burden of
reading and spelling academic technical
vocabulary and foreign language words.
 
The authors finished their report briefly discussing
the justification of dyslexic student receiving more
time as well as the benefits of word processing and
spell checkers. Also helpful was the  authors'
mention that dyslexic students may also need
more time for word processing and that even
dictation to a scribe or software program are also
not without challenges.
 
 

Students' spelling accuracy on
essays was lower than spelling to
dictation; the author speculated
that the likely reason for this was
that the extra working memory
demands of essay writing took its
toll on spelling in that context.
The authors also noted that the
overall percentage of spelling
errors was small - at just 3% of
the words in the writing samples.
 
Issues like essay length in the
work of dyslexic students
matched the length of work
submitted by spelling-matched
students.
 
 

http://psych.brookes.ac.uk/publications/Developmental%20Neuropsychology%202006.pdf


Some 60% of dyslexic students have problems with math (10% excel at math).
Reasons for math difficulties include math facts retrieval, difficulty remembering
formula and multi-stepped procedures, sequencing issues, symbol confusion,
and difficulty with the language of math. These problems, in addition to timed
tests and impossible-to-complete homework assignments, contribute to math
anxiety and frustration.
 
In a collaborative study from the University of Houstin, University of Texas, and
Vanderbilt University, researchers looked at the different categories of math
mistakes in 3rd and 4th grade children with or without math and reading
disabilities. On the following page, look at the 4 types of math errors that they
examined.
 
 "Specifically, math fact errors distinguished math learning disability

children from those with no LD..."

MATH

DYSLEXIA 
AND MATH: 

ERROR
ANALYSIS

24



Switch errors indicate mistakes
switching from operation (here,
subtraction) to another (addition). 

25
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Studies of this type are valuable because they
also identify which types of errors are more
common among students with dyscalculia vs.
those who are "low achieving."  Student with
math LD or dyscalculia were more likely to
have difficulty with math fact retrieval as well
as make procedural subtraction errors.
 
The latter in the study referred to errors that
students repeated on at least two problems.
The importance of recognizing these
"procedural bugs" is that once a student learns
to correct this error, she or he will no longer
make the mistake on many questions.
 
One interesting (and unexpected to the
authors) finding of this study was noted in the
following remark:
 
"The presence of reading difficulties, even
when there were no math diffiulties, was
related to visual-spatial or visual monitoring
errors"

MATH

The visual spatial errors included mistakes due to misaligning numbers,
miswriting numbers, and overcrowding columns of numbers,  and 'messy' or
overcrowded numbers. These errors may be due to visual spatial problems, but
dysgraphia and procedural errors (for instance place value) are also likely
contributors for some.
 
The paper does not address ways to tackle these difficulties, but obvious
common sense strategies like calculator and math chart accommodations, use of
math mnemonics to  help with math facts, extra time, and option to use graph
paper for math work and tests are likely to be beneficial. 

USE THE LINK BELOW TO BENEFIT 
DYSLEXIC ADVANTAGE WHEN YOU SHOP

http://winsorlearning.com
http://smile.amazon.com/ch/45-5170308


http://winsorlearning.com


APPLICATIONS ARE OPEN!
 
KARINA EIDE YOUNG WRITERS AWARDS (K-12)
OVER $1000 CASH PRIZES  (submit by JAN 21st).
 
ART SHARE (K-12) See your work published in Dyslexic
Advantage and you may also win a autographed art book!
 

KARINA EIDE MEMORIAL COLLEGE
SCHOLARSHIPS ($40,000 AWARDED)
OPEN NOW! (submit by March 1). 
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Google Chrome Extension (free)
Speech to Text for Math. Also
converts handwriting to typed
math symbols. Google docs,
Chrome, Mac, PC.
 
Speech is free. Handwriting
conversion and math formula
prediction is Premium. School
group 150 min $1 per student
but Individual costs $100/yr (!).
Consider using for free speech
to text for math. 

EQUATIO MATH 

APPS AND TECHNOLOGY

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=smh5esAYWFA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=smh5esAYWFA


REFLEX MATH

Adaptive game play practice for math facts. Free trial
and home and teacher licenses available. $35 per
student per year. Codie Award winner. Although
math practice is rote, the adaptive feature, game
play, and teaching of math facts within families
helps make this software a step up from simple drill. 

For those of you who haven't kept up
with the latest changes to Kindle
Fire, there are kid-friendly versions
(reasonably drop-proof) that come
with parent controls and 1 year free
membership in Freetime Unlimited
(kid-friendly apps, videos, and
games from Disney, PBS, etc.).
 
Kindle Fires have Immersion Reading
which allows print books to be
sync'ed across platforms (including
the phone) along with their Audible
versions which are professionally
read by people.
 
Speech-enabled resources do not
require an active Wifi connection. 

AMAZON KINDLE FIRE

Kindle Fires have also added 
dyslexia-friendly fonts like Open Dyslexic
as well as controls to adjust page width
and font size. A list of free Kindle books
with free Audible narration is here. 

Kids Kindle Fire Kindle Fire 8 with
Offers

29

https://www.reflexmath.com/home
http://amzn.to/2izrnAt
http://amzn.to/2znyl5F


DYSLEXIC MIND

STRENGTHS POSTER

REMEMBER THE ADVANTAGE. SHOP NOW.
Click image to shop

TEACHER CARDS What most students need for dyslexia,
dysgraphia, and dyscalculia in classrooms.

https://dyslexic-advantage.myshopify.com
https://dyslexic-advantage.myshopify.com
https://parentfootprint.com/explainer1/


REMEMBER THE ADVANTAGE. SHOP NOW.

http://www.churchillstl.org/


Congratulations to Emma for our first contribution to Art Share!
 
Emma is a 13 year old from Virginia. Emma titled this print "Japanese
Owl."  Emma told us that she loves Japanese art!
 
Emma chose to receive  Jerry Pinkney's Three Billy Goat's Gruff! Great
choice!  That one has a troll.
 
Congratulations Emma!

ART SHARE

FROM THE COMMUNITY
32



BOOKS RECOMMENDED BY YOU!

Thanks to all the community members who share books that they or their kids
enjoyed. Do you have some favorites?  If so, please share them HERE. As long as
we get new recommendations, we'll share them here!

GREAT ILLUSTRATED CLASSICS
From: A parent
"Easy to read large serif font, every
facing page has an illustration -
even though they are (somewhat
problematically) abridged editions,
the higher level content (versus
cartoony early readers or chapter
books) was very appealing for my
pg son to read after he had
completed vision therapy (he didn't
feel like he had baby books,
important for his self-confidence
and motivation ) 

AMULET SERIES BY KAZU KIBUSHI
From: A child 6-12 yrs
"The storytelling and illustrations draw you in.

Clicking on the title
above will bring you to
the first book in the
series at Amazon. If you
purchase from the link, a
small donation will be
given to Dyslexic
Advantage. These books
are also available and
regular book stores and
the public library.

33

http://amzn.to/2yaRC6R
http://greatillustratedclassics.com


PREMIUM

SUBSCRIBE

 RECENT ISSUE RECENT ISSUE

It's just
$5 per month!

STRENGTHS OF DYSLEXIA AND SAILING
DYSLEXIA & MULTIPLE CHOICE TESTS
MULTISENSORY MATH: ALGEBRA
MOVING TO LEARN
DYSLEXIA & FOREIGN LANGUAGE
POSITIVE STRATEGIES FOR COLLEGE
JOSHUA WONG: TEENAGER vs. SUPERPOWER
TRICKY WORD ENDINGS
DON'T REQUIRE COPYING FROM THE BOARD
   ...AND MORE!

JEREMY STRONG'S BOOKS
From: An adult who's dyslexic and also a teacher.
"Fun to read, entertaining and full of mischief. I'm a staunch believer that kids,
especially those with dyslexia like myself, must read things they enjoy! It will
encourage their reading! Jeremy Strong's books are written simply, language in
books can be so different from our actual spoken language, Strong manages to
bridge between the two."
 

FROM THE COMMUNITY

BOOKS RECOMMENDED BY YOU! (continued)
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http://www.dyslexicadvantage.org/dyslexic-advantage-premium-membership/
http://amzn.to/2ycL0Vh


Sponsor Ad

https://parentfootprint.com/
https://parentfootprint.com/podcast/
https://parentfootprint.com/
https://parentfootprint.com/
https://parentfootprint.com/podcast/
https://parentfootprint.com/podcast/the-dyslexic-advantage-with-dr-fernette-eide/
https://parentfootprint.com/podcast/the-dyslexic-advantage-with-dr-fernette-eide/


"Audiobooks Don't Count & Extreme Privilege"
 
(Book Riot)

New Dyslexia Laws Lack Funding, Accountability, and
Teacher Training Mandates
APM Reports

Things Not to Say to Someone with Dyslexia
(YMMV)
 
BBC Three

Benetech Saved by DOE Funding
(Free Ebooks for US Dyslexic Readers)
(Benetech)

Speech to Text on Your Phone
 
(Jamie Martin)
 

Oregon Schools Get Help for Dyslexia
 
(My Columbia Basin)

DYSLEXIA IN THE NEWS
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https://www.apmreports.org/story/2017/10/24/dyslexia-laws-by-state
https://www.facebook.com/ATDyslexia/photos/a.780913875276154.1073741829.778045952229613/1689063691127830/?type=3&theater
http://www.mycolumbiabasin.com/2017/10/24/oregon-schools-to-offer-new-help-for-dyslexics/
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ObwAzZr87jg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ObwAzZr87jg
https://bookriot.com/2017/10/24/audiobooks-dont-count/
https://benetech.org/funding-software-students-disability-read/


Nike's Dyslexic Chief Design Officer
 
(NY Times)

Dyslexia is a Real Advantage in the Business World
 
Real Business
 

Kelly Ripa Opens Up About Son's Dyslexia
 
US Magazine
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http://summitcenter.us
https://realbusiness.co.uk/hr-and-management/2017/10/11/dyslexia-is-an-advantage-in-the-business-world-entrepreneurs-say/
https://www.usmagazine.com/celebrity-news/news/kelly-ripa-opens-up-about-sons-dyslexia/
https://www.nytimes.com/2017/10/16/fashion/nike-nba-uniform-golden-warriors-hyperdunk.html


PREMIUM

SUBSCRIBE It's just
$5 per month!

DYSLEXIC MIND

STRENGTHS POSTER
DYSLEXIA 

REMEMBER THE ADVANTAGE. SHOP NOW.
Click image to shop

TEACHER CARDS What most students need for dyslexia,
dysgraphia, and dyscalculia in classrooms.

DYSGRAPHIA DYSCALCULIA 

BACK TO SCHOOL ISSUE
What EVERY Teacher
should know to support
their students!
 
Kindergarten through College

Premium Subscribers support all the works of Dyslexic Advantage, including our
Writing and STEAM Ingenuity Awards for K-12 students and College Scholarships.

http://www.dyslexicadvantage.org/dyslexic-advantage-premium-membership/
https://dyslexic-advantage.myshopify.com
https://dyslexic-advantage.myshopify.com


Gift a School with an INSTITUTIONAL Subscription to Dyslexic Advantage! 
PRINT copies of  the Back to School issue and Tech Guide are included!

GO PREMIUM $230 for a yearly subscription for up 100.

What stories
would you like
to see in future
issues?

https://dyslexic-advantage.myshopify.com
https://dyslexic-advantage.myshopify.com


"I have to believe that when I finish a project, that I
will not only grow as an artist, but as a person." -
                                     - Jerry Pinkney


